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Benjamin Britten (1913 - 1976)

Four Sea Interludes from Peter Grimes, Op.33a
1 Dawn
2 Sunday Morning
3 Moonlight
4 Storm
Britten grew up within sight and (perhaps more significantly) sound of the sea, as the
youngest child of Lowestoft's dentist and his musical wife. The Suffolk coast was to remain
central to his life and work, but it was when he was away in America that he felt the pull of a
desperate homesickness for his native soil. It is important to note here that Britten did not
escape from Britain in 1939 to avoid taking part in World War II - as many suggested in the
following years, even in the House of Commons itself. Britten, although a staunch pacifist
already, left nearly 6 months before war was declared, and was - in essence – following the
example of others, like W.H.Auden and Christopher Isherwood who exerted a powerful
influence upon him. His career flourished in the New World and in that sense the exile
provided the essential fillip he'd hoped for. And his initial travelling companion – the tenor
Peter Pears – had quite soon become his lover and musical partner. Reading an article in The
Listener by E.M.Forster in 1941 on the life and work of 18th century Aldeburgh-born writer
George Crabbe triggered an immediate sense that he was ready to return home.
Despite the dangers of crossing the Atlantic, Britten and Pears returned by boat and spent the
journey drafting the scenario for an opera based on Crabbe's tale Peter Grimes. With its
triumphant premiere on June 7th 1945 at Sadler's Wells, the face of international opera was
transformed overnight as was the future of British music in general. Britten had immediately
sensed that four of the 'interludes' he'd composed to cover scene changes and to set up
different atmospheres would make an effective concert suite and he conducted the first
performance of the Four Sea Interludes just a week after the opera at the first Cheltenham
Festival and they have never left the concert repertoire. Just to hear the high salty violin lines
of the opening, the gurgle of outrunning and receding waves in clarinets and violas and the
surge of shingle and shore on brass and timpani is enough to transport the listener
immediately to Aldeburgh beach and the inimitable North Sea – where Maggie Hambling's
unforgettable Scallop stands as a permanent reminder of the opera and its native creator:'I
hear those voices that will not be drowned'.

Gustav Mahler (1860 - 1911)

Lieder eines fahrenden Gesellen (Songs of a Wayfarer)
1
2
3
4

Wenn mein Schatz Hochseit macht (When my sweetheart is married)
Ging heut' Morgen uber's Feld (I went this morning over the field)
Ich hab' ein gluhend Messer (I have a gleaming knife)
Die zwei Blauen Augen von meinem Schatz (The two blue eyes of my beloved)

On Tuesday night Festival goers will have heard the original version for voice and piano of
this first of Mahler's song-cycles performed by Stuart Jackson and Jocelyn Freeman. Tonight
we hear Mahler's later orchestration made in the early 1890s. It took him some time to
establish his compositional career and to fix the definitive forms of early works – but where
we have no definite evidence of performances of the songs with piano from 1884-5, we can
say with certainty that the orchestral premiere was given on March 16, 1896 by the baritone
Anton Sistermans with the Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra under Mahler's own direction. By
now the ill-fated love affair with soprano Johanna Richter in Kassel which prompted the
cycle was long-forgotten – and many listeners would have recognised the second and fourth
songs from their quotation in the first and third movements of the First Symphony, which
although begun as early as 1887 only found its final shape in 1896.
The songs are to texts by Mahler himself but heavily influenced by the folkloristic style of
the German poems Das Knaben Wunderhorn (Youth's Magic Horn) which were seminal to
his first 4 symphonies and much else besides in his output. The lovelorn Wayfarer (a term
Mahler actually used for himself in a letter to Johanna) starts by declaring his terrible
feelings at imagining his beloved marrying another and that this will be the saddest day of
his life. All is cheerful in the second song as our hero strides out on a beautiful morning: the
birds, bees, flora and fauna greet him with joy – but there is no joy without his love. The
darkest song is the third in which the protagonist imagines a dagger piercing his heart and
when everything he encounters reminds him of his lost lover. In the last song he goes away
at last but as he lies beneath a linden tree and the white blossom falls on him he starts to
realise that both life – and he – go on. Although written in the persona of a male this cycle
has often been sung by the greatest female singers, as it will be tonight.

Antonin Dvorak (1841-1904)

Symphony No.8 in G major, Op.88
1
2
3
4

Allegro con brio
Adagio
Allegretto grazioso
Allegro ma non troppo

Up until the Second World War and even beyond, this work was known as Dvorak's
Symphony No.4 and often labelled 'The English'. Only later did it become No.8 (with the
inclusion within the cycle of his 4 early unpublished symphonies) out of a total of 9.
Although the work we now know as No.7 (and not 2!) was actually first performed in
London in 1885 the only reason for the English nickname was that Dvorak had suddenly
fallen out with his normal publisher Simrock and so assigned this score to the London
publisher Novello! He was, in any case, a very popular figure throughout England and made
the first of ten visits in 1884, when he conducted at the Three Choirs Festival in Worcester.
There playing violin in the orchestra was a then-unknown young composer called Edward
Elgar who was hugely impressed by Dvorak's music and who aspired to become a great
composer himself. With the ears attuned to a Czech influence on young Elgar it may be
possible to detect an Elgarian tinge in the nostalgic cello tune of the finale of Dvorak's
Eighth Symphony – which English audiences certainly did come to love in due course
following its London premiere in 1890 under Hans Richter and a performance the following
year under Dvorak himself in Cambridge on the eve of receiving an honorary Doctorate of
Music.
But this is more than ever, even in Dvorak's case, music of the Bohemian woods and fields,
conceived in his country house to the south of Prague in the summer and autumn of 1889.
The reason behind its composition was to greet “the Bohemian Academy of Emperor Franz
Joseph for the Encouragement of Arts and Literature in thanks for my election”. What could
have been a stuffy piece of empty ceremonial became instead his most relaxed and genial
symphony of all. And when he conducted the premiere in Prague on February 2 1890, the
Academy had probably never heard such a refreshing and rousing evocation of their
homeland in music. Every movement brims with vivid melodies, folk-like inflections and
colourful orchestration. Dvorak probably wouldn't have heard any Elgar himself until 1899
at the earliest (though he had been asked by the Birmingham Festival in 1890 to set The
Dream of Gerontius, which he didn't!). His link with the young Gustav Mahler - who spent a
year conducting in Prague in 1885 and some months again later on in 1888 – is however
more tangible. By 1898 the younger composer was giving the world premiere of Dvorak's A
Hero's Song in Vienna and the two composers met. We should not forget that Mahler too was
a Bohemian composer by birth and so the countryside idyll of his second song this evening is
essentially the same landscape that we inhabit with Dvorak as he celebrates a profound love
for his homeland in this work which should most definitely be called his 'Czech Symphony'.
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Knaben Wunderhorn (L’Orchestre des Champs-Élysées/Herreweghe - winner of an Edison
Award); Brangäne Tristan und Isolde (LPO/Jurowski); Elgar’s Sea Pictures and The Dream
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Award); Britten's Phaedra (BBC Symphony Orchestra/Gardner) and Mendelssohn’s Elijah,
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“Ringing musicality that never fails.”

